Happenings at Cahaya SPK-RUN 3772
Date: 7-3-2016
Run No: 3772
Runsite: CAHAYA SPK
Hare: MICHAEL MOI (Volunteer Run)
Co-Hare: Kana
Guests: 2
Runners: about 80-90
FROPS: Monkey at 7.13pm and then Ah Meng 7.14pm
and
SuperOldman and the usual crowd
Distance: 12.km; Checks: 5 (fairly easy ones)
The Run
For once the federal highway was reasonably clear and it took
no time to reach the new run site, which I suspect will be used
quite often this year. Although there was a spot of drizzle
getting there, the clouds had cleared by the time I arrived and
the sun beat down.
It was a good turn out with the 4x wheel drive trucks going
across the small central kerb to park on one side and the rest
of the cars on the other. Those who hadn’t collected their AGM
freebie stepped forward to receive it from the ex On Sec
Excellent Choice, while others basked in the sun.
At 5.30pm Ramli arrived with the drinks, which was a nice
surprise to have him turn up when he should. Eric Ng was so
taken aback at the early arrival that he stated that now we
have a new On Sec, Steven, things were great and a shame
about the useless old OnSec - Eric got a suitable reward for this
comment at the circle.
Six O’clock came and paper had yet to be found, but soon after
this On Sec Steven called the run On and raced into the bush.
The trail headed down towards the man-made lake with many
dead trees sticking out and a lone fisherman trying his luck.
The new On Sec was nowhere to be seen as the rest of the
pack skirted to the right of the water. No sooner had the pack

entered the jungle, On On was called as the first check was
already broken.
The trail then went over a small rise and into the oil palm.
At a fork in the trail paper went left and a smallish pack with
Frankie, Michael Lee, Danny Lim, Excellent Choice and Ah
(Soh) Bee went to the right and about 800 meters further up
saw paper again.
The main pack and the second check had gone in a big
Left hand loop. The trail was largely a reverse of last week’s
AGM track with many familiar paths. The second additional loop
came near the open field where we held the memorial for
Guinness Khoo in what was to be a large clockwise run. This
time a much larger part of the pack shortcutted further to the
right including Michael Chew, Leong Pang Wai and Won Tian
Haur.
Nevertheless, it was a long way back to the run site with the
whole trail being about 11-13km. The front runner came out
just before 7.30pm with the majority of people coming out as
the last embers of fading daylight graced the enveloping
evening sky. Great run!
The Circle:
The evening was balmy and even after showering, the sweat
was pouring down, so the unlucky person having to wear the
‘cow’ Butler uniform and hat was Orange who got his free beer
and a good song. The Hares were up next and everyone called
it a good run with only Mountain Goat and a few others wishing
it was a little longer.
Tan and Tan were called up for a special mention as they had
given the Piss Pan some handles and had some excellent
engraving done on the sides and bottom, making it a truly
unique Mother Hash item.
On Cash had received quite a lot of money this evening but as
we were in the last month of the first quarter, he threatened a
RM50 fine if people didn’t pay up before the end of the month.

This news shook the pack with a few recalcitrant hashers
digging in their pockets to see how much change they had left.
InterhashSec asked people to pay up for the 80th celebration
and if the pack hadn’t paid by the time they hit 1000
registrants, the fee was going to rise.
We had two guests: Kim from (not surprisingly) Korea and Hau
Yong who were welcomed with a song and a beer.
Then chaos took over with Mathew mentioning an
unmentionable word followed by Blow- Job Kang, Jeffrey Hau,
Preston Lim and Alleluya also for mentioning unmentionable
words.
Poon, next week’s Hare, had subcontracted the Bomoh duties
out to Billy No-Hare who came to the box wearing a Chawat,
which wasno more than a bit of cloth that resembled a very
flimsy kilt. And he was on form.
First up was Kana and Michael for using an unmentionable
Wednesday’s hash direction sign, and who both mentioned an
unmentionable word for a double down down. Yap Foo Hoi was
up for running over Ben Kaw’s shoes as he was reversing his
car.
Then all the Botaks were on the box after Kau Peng Yap
ordered free shampoo for them. This was followed by Ah Hong
and Zuric for wasting drinking water on washing the
windscreen of his car while the rest of the pack was thirsty;
and Mountain Goat for calling the new On Sec, “On Sex”.
Charges from the Floor had John Dodgson accuse ex On Sec
Excellent Choice for handing out a pink towel for the AGM
freebie (it’s Salmon, honest, and orange if you get it in a good
light).
Yap Foo Hoi got Opera for borrowing clothes: last week it was
shorts and this week it was shoes. Then Russell, On Cash,
organised a King’s Crown be presented in deferential fashion to
the New On Sec with much ceremony and a good song.

At about 9.20 we were off the restaurant in Subang town.
Excellent food came to six full tables, and all for a heavily
subsidised price. A truly excellent evening! Thanks Michael Moi.
Thank You EC.

